Versatile key storage solution for vehicles

The Indigo® Portable KeyBox helps you put customers behind the wheel quickly, providing access to keys right at the vehicle. Included with a stainless steel cable hanger for ultimate portability, the Indigo KeyBox can be easily attached outside or inside vehicles. It is especially suited for situations where hanging a KeyBox on a window is not practical such as on tall vehicles, or in uses with side-sliding windows such as RVs. The Indigo KeyBox keeps salespeople with customers, offering a convenient way to access keys.

The Indigo Portable KeyBox uses a proprietary Title key system which allows access only by those with a properly-coded key. It is built with an aerospace aluminum alloy shell, is ultra lightweight and has the largest storage capacity of any of Supra’s mechanical KeyBoxes.

**Features**

- Large capacity for multiple keys and remote devices
- Secured Title lock
- 20” flexible cable with quick-release lever that is secured inside the locked KeyBox
- Snap-shut design: no key required to close KeyBox

**Benefits**

- Keys stay with the vehicle throughout the sales and service process
- Portable KeyBox designed for convenient access in a range of applications such as recreational vehicles, semi-trucks, tall vehicles, motorcycles, and even boats
- Cable hanger can easily attach KeyBox to handy locations – mirrors, grab bars, railings, seatbelt clasps, and steering wheels
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